Celestial Fireworks Feb18/19 challenge warmist Meteorology World-wide.

- WeatherAction forecasts & warnings confirmed:
  - New Queensland Tropical Cyclone & USA blizzards formed on cue.
  - Warnings of solar driven errors in official forecasts verified.
- Warmist Met authority challenged

The dramatic Auroras in polar regions North & South – and visible at lower latitudes – on Feb 18/19 were driven by tremendous solar explosions starting with the magnificent X2-flare (largest for 4 yrs) of 15 Feb.

At the same solar drivers gave WeatherAction’s long range predicted extreme weather events in Australia, USA and UK and confirmation of WeatherAction’s Top Red Warning that standard meteorology models would underestimate events in various ways Feb18-19.

In USA AccuWeather report A foot of snow to wallop midwest confirmed WeatherAction’s detailed warning (issued 6 Feb) for heavy snow in the wake of a deep low and the specific warning of more intense events than standard Met would expect was well confirmed by the national Xmas tree near The White House being blown over. Does President Obama need more reminding that the Warmist CO2 theory can forecast nothing and it is predictable solar driven extreme weather events which his people need to know about, not warmist delusional climate fraud and hysteria! See over for maps which confirm WeatherAction forecast sketch issued 6 Feb.

In UK & Ireland heavy drifting snow for Scotland (Brill pics Cairngorms & N England was confirmed in the time period predicted + ~1 day and is being followed later by a mild blast with strong winds in West as predicted. Observers reported notably more extensive snow than Met Office forecast confirming Piers Corbyn’s imminent event warning 16 Feb “The conflict (of air masses etc) will make the snow expected more extensive & heavier than standard meteorology models are saying both in Britain & in parts of Europe. The enhanced collision of air masses also predicts (extra) gales.” (* See eg reader comment of 19 Feb on that link).
WeatherAction USA long range Forecast 18/19 Feb “Superb match”

Yes We Can! noaa map 18th 7z EST (12z UT) http://bit.ly/hAXixE

WeatherAction USA forecast map via http://bit.ly/dNhI1No

Australia TC Atu 18 Feb “Great fit” in time & region


18/19 and 22/23 Feb
Significant Thunderstorms likely and TD / TC Formations possible - probability 60% - in South Indian Ocean &/or Sea East of Queensland but less active than around 11/12th and 27/28th. Landfalls in East Australia espc Queensland possible but next period more likely.

Australia TC Atu

“Our scientific Solar-lunar forecasting can improve on standard warmist Meteorology on all time scales from years to half a day ahead” said Piers Corbyn as auroral displays vaulted the skies and extreme weather events struck in both hemispheres in line with his predictions. “Our SLAT (Solar Lunar Action Technique) predicts weather years ahead of standard meteorology and improves on standard forecasts in the important periods of extreme weather - even half a day ahead. “CO2 warism can predict nothing and is disproved by observations irrespective of other ideas. However the Authorities & politicians refuse to listen to our scientific solar-driven forecasts or apply our predictions because that entails admitting that CO2 drives nothing and their con & plunder CO2 warism would be exposed as a self-interested desperate cult ideology with no purpose other than to propagate itself. It is build on tricks and fraud and will not go quietly. It has become the ‘Mubarak regime’ of science and must be destroyed.”

• FULL FORECASTS of specific extremes & key developments for Britain + Ireland, Europe & Indian Ocean/Australia + updates available at nominal charges via http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp
• 5 VIDEOS from Piers - Where is weather, Climate + Climate Change going? NEW! http://bit.ly/hLizKM
• Standard ‘Warmist’ Meteorology has nowhere to go - http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews10No34.pdf

WeatherAction Monthly meeting Frid 25 Feb 12 noon WeatherAction Office. Reports + Forecasts + What Next in Climate Wars?